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SECULAR WEDDING SPEECHWRITER TIPS & TRICKS
This is a secular wedding speech perfect for free-spirited couples with a laid-back approach to
life. The internet is full of non-religious wedding script samples. However, if you are not a
speechwriter, public speaker or adapt at speaking in public. Draw a wealth of inspiration from
this secular wedding speech.
But before you do…
(1) With originality your gifted celebrant, officiant, event host or master-of-ceremonies weaves
up a personalised wedding script. This captures the right emotions, your love and true feelings for
one another. The non-religious script resembles a traditional church script but without religious
wording. It has a symbolic modern twist. The MC portrays your story and intentions with ease.
(2) A good celebrant makes couples aware of their uniqueness, without divulging the spicy stuff.
But if you want to disclose what makes your relationship tick, then go ahead. The more juice you
add to your content, the more incredible the wedding ceremony service will be. You'll see nods
and smiles. Plus, hear oohs, aahs and ooh la la - we didn't know that!
(3) Woven into your secular wedding ceremony are marriage service traditions [optional]. Your
master of ceremonies can deliver and convey it the way you like it. So, without religious
wording, it becomes a casual, relaxed, and informal wedding service. Use this sample wedding
ceremony script. Appoint the person you want to preside over the dream nuptials you deserve.
CONCLUSION: A secular wedding speech should make guests laugh, smile, cry or think. Use
this tailor-made secular marriage ceremony speech, to reflect the couple’s personalities, values,
and style.
Whatever kind-of-speaker you are, and whether you are non-religious, nonconformist or have
another belief than mine. Use this secular wedding script sample - helps you create the ideal
wedding day.
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